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Abstract 
We present three examples of countable spaces with a single nonisolated point. The first gives, 
assuming CH, a FrCchet-Urysohn tight point which does not have countable absolute tightness; the 
second, constructed with the help of o, gives a tight non-weakly Frkchet-Urysohn point without 
countable absolute tightness; the third gives a weakly Frbchet-Urysohn point which is not Frechet- 
Urysohn, has countable fan-tightness but is not tight. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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In [6] a characterization is described of those countable spaces whose product with 
the sequential fan S, has countable tightness. This investigation led the authors of [6] to 
formulate the notion of tight point. 
Let X be a space and let z E X. A family of subsets E of X clusters at z if for every 
neighborhood U of x there exists E E & such that (E n UI > w. The point x E X is 
said to be tight or countably tight if for every family & of subsets of X that clusters at 
x there exists a countable subfamily F of 8 that clusters at x. 
Using this concept, we have the following: 
Proposition 0 [6]. Let X be a countable space. Then X x S, has countable tightness if 
and only if every point of X is tight. 
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Let us observe that the sequential fan S, is a space of countable tightness, but the 
requirement that the product X x S, has countable tightness is formally much weaker 
than the requirement that for any space Y of countable tightness the product X x Y has 
still countable tightness. The latter assertion is related with the well known notion of 
absolute tightness, intensively studied by Arhangel’skii in [ 1,2]. 
A point x E X has countable absolute tightness if it has countable tightness in some 
(any) compact extension of X. 
In the language of Arhangel’skii [l], the space X has countable absolute tightness iff 
Ha (f Sp(X), which is equivalent to the property that the product of X with any space 
of countable tightness has as well countable tightness. 
Among other things, below we will show that the latter two notions (to be tight and 
to have countable absolute tightness) are actually different. 
Related to the notion of tight point is the concept of countable fan-tightness, introduced 
in [3] (see also [4]). 
A space X has countable fun-tightness if for any countable family {A,: 71, E u} of 
subsets of X satisfying 
it is possible to select finite sets K,, c A, in such a way that 
XE u K,. 
nEw 
In [6] it is shown that every tight point has countable fan-tightness and it is also show 
that if p E w* is a P-point then the space w U {p} has countable fan-tightness. An 
analogous example in ZFC is give in [5]. 
A typical countable space which has not countable fan-tightness is the sequential 
fan S,. 
As another variation of tightness, Reznichenko has recently introduced a new pointwise 
topological property which lies in between the countable tightness and Frechet-Urysohn 
property. For this reason he called it the weakly F&he?-Urysohn (wFU) property. It is 
interesting to observe that this notion as well as the notion of countable fan-tightness 
have their origin in the investigation of spaces of continuous functions. 
A point x E X is weakly Fre’chet-Urysohn if and only if whenever x E z C X 
there exists a countable disjoint family F of finite subsets of A such that for every 
neighborhood V of x the subfamily {F E F: F n V = 8) is finite. 
A space whose points are all weakly Frechet-Urysohn is said to be a wFU-space. 
At first glance, this new kind of countable tightness may seem rather extravagant. In 
[7] the authors gave the following reformulation of Reznichenko’s definition: 
A point 2 E X is a wFU-point if whenever z E x there exists a countable disjoint 
family F of finite subsets of A such that z E IJ _P for every infinite subfamily F’ C F. 
In the sequel, we will concentrate on the very simple case of a countable space having 
only one nonisolated point. Such a space has clearly the shape of w U {XT}, where every 
point of w is isolated. The properties of w U { x} are reflected in the Tech-Stone remainder 
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w* in the following manner. If 3 is the trace on w of the neighborhoods system of x 
then a closed set F c w* is naturally defined by taking the intersection of the closures in 
w* of the members of 3. Moreover, the correspondence between filters on w and closed 
subsets of ti* is one-to-one. 
Let us recall that if Q is a subset of w then Q* denotes the pw-closure of Q minus w. 
In conclusion, here we consider spaces of the form w U {F} and the properties of the 
point F in w U {F} will be interpreted as properties of the closed set F in w* (see [5] 
for more). 
This reduction in our case results in the following: 
Proposition 1. If F is a closed subset of ul* then in the space w U {F} the point F is: 
(a) tight ifSfor every family & of clopen subsets of w* satisfying UE f? F # 8 there 
exists a countable family S c &for which US n F # 0; 
(b) u point of countable absolute tightness iff t(F, w*) < No, i.e., for every K c w* 
such that F n ?? # 8 there exists a countable set M c K such that F n 2 # 8; 
(c) Frkchet-Utysohn if F is a regular closed subset of w*. 
It is presently unknown how the weak FrCchet-Urysohn property is reflected in w*. 
As a partial result, we may give the following: 
Proposition 2. If F is a closed subset of w’ and the space w U {F} is weakly Frechet- 
Utysohn then every relatively open subset of F has Suslin number equal to c. 
Proof. Let U be a nonempty relatively open subset of F. If S is a subset of w such that 
0 # S” n F c U then F E 3 (in w U {F}) and we may fix a family {F,: 7~ E w} of 
disjoint finite subsets of S witnessing that F is a wFU-point. Let A be an almost disjoint 
family of infinite subsets of w of size c. Then the family { (lJnEA F,,)*: A E d} consists 
of pairwise disjoint nonempty clopen sets. Since F E UnEA F, for any A E A, we have 
0 z (UGA F,, )* n F c U and we are done. 0 
In particular, no separable closed subset of w* can correspond to a wFU-point. 
Let us now pass to the first construction. 
Example 1 [CH]. There exists a closed set F c w* such that the point F in the space 
w U {F} is FrCchet-Urysohn, tight and does not have countable absolute tightness. 
Construction. Let {CD: a < WI } be an enumeration of all clopen subsets of w* in such a 
way that every clopen set appears in the list uncountably many times. Let {V,: Q < WI } 
be a strictly decreasing family of nonempty clopen subsets of w*. Let us define by 
transfinite induction a family A = {A,: a < WI } of clopen subsets of w* satisfying for 
any cy the following conditions: 
(i) A, n l/n+1 = 0; 
(ii) A0 \ V, c A, if a 6 p < WI; 
(iii) the family {V&} U {Ao: Q < ,!? < WI } is centered; 
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(iv) n{Ap: cu < 0 < UI} is nowhere dense. 
Let us mention that we need CH only to guarantee (iv). 
Let us describe the general a-step of the construction. 
Every family 
K, = {Va} u {Ap: y 6 Y < a} 
countable and centered, so there is a nonempty clopen subset T_, c n K,. Let 
7={T,: y<cu} and B = {w’* \ (Vh U A&): S < a}. 
We have (U 7) n (U B) = fl. Indeed, let T7 and in* \ (Vs U A6) be two arbitrary members 
of these families. If y < b then T, c Ag. If y > 6 then T7 c V, c Vs. As w* is a F- 
space and 7 and t3 are countable, there exists some clopen set T such that U 7 c T and 
Tn(Uf?) = 0. M oreover, by the induction hypothesis, we have A, c w*\VC+l c w*\Vo, 
and so U 7 c w* \ V,. This means that we may also assume T c w* \ V,. Finally, pick 
a nonempty clopen set T, c V,, \ Va+l and let A, = (T U T,) \ D, where D is some 
nonempty clopen subset of C, satisfying T7 \ D # 8 for every y 6 cy. 
Having defined the family A, let F = w* \ (U A) and check that F has all the desired 
properties. 
To prove that F does not have countable absolute tightness, select a point z, E 
n{Ap: Q 6 ,!3’ < WI} n V, and let X = {:c,: ~1: < wr}. Clearly, X c U-A. For any 
cy we have {zcp: p < o} c A, and so (~0: ij < a} c UA. On the other hand, every 
complete accumulation point of X must belong to every V, and thus, by condition (i), 
such a point cannot belong to any A,. This shows that x < U A and hence F does not 
have countable absolute tightness. 
Next, let us prove that F is a tight point. Let S be a family of clopen subsets such 
thatUScUAandUS$lJA.LetA,denotethefamily{A6: S<E}. 
Assume first that U S n V, = 0 for some a < WI. Since for any /? > Q we have 
Ap \ V, c A,, it follows that we actually have U S c (J A,+ 1. Since IJ S @ U A, it 
follows that lJ A,+, is not closed and hence, taking into account that Aa+ is countable, 
we may find nonempty disjoint clopen sets D, such that UA,+I = U{Dn: n E w}. 
For every n select an element S,, E S (if there is any) such that D,, r‘l S, # 8. It is clear 
that 
u{S,,: n E w} @ u-4+1. 
Moreover, since 
U{Sn: n E w} n v, = 0, 
arguing as before we see that we actually have 
and so this case is done. 
Now, assume that US meets all the V,. Fix an ordinal (~0 such that lJ S n (Va, \ 
V&,+l ) # 0 and observe that, as n{ A,: a0 6 (Y < WI} is nowhere dense, there exists 
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some /jo > WI such that (US n (I/no \ V&+I )) \ A$” # 0 and so we may select a 
nonempty clopen set 
h-0 c ( us f- (v,,, \ ri,,,+ I,) \ AljO’ 
To continue, fix an ordinal ot > /?‘a such that US n (I1O/a, \ V,, +I) # 0. Arguing as 
before, we may then find an ordinal fit > ot and a nonempty clopen set 
Iterating this process, we define a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals ~‘0 < pa < 
< a, < A,, < . . and a family of nonempty clopen sets K, such that 
Kn c (USn (Ve,, \ K.+I)) \Afin. 
Let y = sup{~~~: 71 E w} and K = U{Kn. . nEw}.SinceK~UdandKnV~=0, 
we see that we actually have K c U(dy+t). 
Since K n (n{Va: 0<~})#0and(n{V,: a<y})n(Ud,)=(D,wehaveK@ 
U A,. Now, if ?? c IJ A then the fact that f7 n V, = 0 would imply that ?? c (J A,+, . 
Furthermore, no Kn can meet A, because the relation K, c w* \ Van+, c w* \ Vs,, 
would imply that I(,, meets also Apn. Therefore, the relation 7? c Ud would give 
f;; c IJ A,, which is a contradiction. So, we have %? $ (J A. Every K, is covered by 
finitely many elements of S and so there exists a countable subfamily S’ c S such that 
K C US' and consequently IJ S’ < IJ A. This completes the proof that F is tight. 
Now let us prove that F is a Frechet--Urysohn point. According to Proposition 1 (c), we 
have to check that F is regular closed. For this, we have to show that if P is a clopen set 
satisfying P n F # 0 then there exists some nonempty clopen set D c P f’ F. Arguing 
by contradiction, let us assume that mere exists a clopen set P such that P c U A and 
P c U d. If there exists some cy such that P n V, = 0 then we may find a nonempty 
clopen set in P \ U A, and, again by property (ii), we see that this set actually misses the 
whole U A. Therefore, we assume that P meets all the V,. Moreover, we can assume that 
the set P n V, is not covered by A,, as otherwise we could repeat the previous argument 
forthesetP\V~.Thenforeverya<w1wehave0#(PnV,)\Ud,c{Aa: p>(u). 
Hence, for every cy < wt there exist a 9 > Q and a nonempty clopen set Q c P n V, 
such that Q n Ap # 0 and Q n (U A,) = 0. Clearly, by passing to a smaller set, we may 
in addition assume that Q c Ao. 
Now, we perform an induction on natural numbers. Let (110 be any countable ordinal. 
Then there are /?a > oa and a nonempty clopen set &a such that QO c PnA,,, Qo c V,,, 
and Qu n (U A,,,) = 0. Furthermore, taking into account that (){A?: /Z& < y < WI } 
is nowhere dense, we see that there exists some cvI > fin such that QO \ A,, # 0. 
Consequently, we may assume that QO n A,, = 0. At the nth step we will have &, > o, 
and a nonempty clopen set Qn such that Qn c P n A/y,, n If,,, , Qn n (U A,,, ) = 0 and 
QrL n JL,, = 0 for some cy,,+t > /Y&;,. 
Let N = sup{cr,: n E w} = sup{[&: n E w}. For every n E w we have Qn n 
(_JdJ = 0, Qn n V, = 0 as Qn c A,B,~ and AA n YY,+I = 0 and V&+I 3 V,, 
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Qn n A, = 0 because Q1, n $,,+I = 0, QL+I 3 K*,%+, and Qn r‘lAaTL+, = 0. All Qn 
are disjoint because Qn c Ao?, and Qn+l n (U An,,+, ) = 0 and AO~ E A,,,,, . Let Q 
be a clopen subset of P such that Q,, c Q for every n and Q n V, = 0. Let z,~ E QTL 
and z be a limit point for all these i,,. Then 2 E Q, but z +! IJ A,. The last assertion 
follows because z $ A,, being A,, disjoint form every Qn, and z $ Ap for p < ~1, since 
z E ntvn,,: 7~ E UJ}. NOW, taking any nonempty clopen set in Q \ U A,, we reach to a 
contradiction since Q n V, = 0 would imply that such set is indeed disjoint from U A. 
Remark 1. In the spirit of this paper, we may also consider the notion of compact 
tightness. Precisely, we say that the point F has countable compact tightness if the space 
w U (F) can be embedded into a compact space with countable tightness. It is evident 
that a point with countable compact tightness has also countable absolute tightness, but 
it is unknown to us if these two concepts can be different. 
The relationship between tight points and wFUpoints is very clear in one way: the 
simple countable fan S, provides a wFU (in fact FU) space which is not tight. In the 
opposite direction, things seem not that easy and we managed to get something using 
more of set-theory. 
Example 2. A closed subset F C w* such that the point F in the space w U {F} is tight, 
does not have countable absolute tightness and is not wFU. 
Construction. We use the well known ‘<o principle”: 
There exists a sequence {S,: o E UJI} such that S, c Q and for every X c WI the 
set (~2: X n a = S,} is stationary. 
Recall that o implies CH, so let V = {yj: p E tii} be a list of all nonempty clopen 
subsets of w* and {Fi: p < WI} be a list of all infinite families of pairwise disjoint finite 
subsets of w. We will construct by transfinite induction a family A = { Ap: j3 E WI } c V 
and two sets of weak P-points {x/j: 9 < WI} c w* and {zo: /l E WI} c w*. To describe 
the general o-step of the construction, let us assume to have already A, = {Ao: ,13 < cu}, - 
X, = (~0: ,O < CE} c u*\(UA,) and 2, = { ~0: B < cy} c w* satisfying 2, c lJ A,. 
Our construction can be divided into three parallel processes. We want to emphasize 
the fact that the first one gives a quite general procedure to get a tight point, which may 
be further specialized in order to provide our point with various additional properties. 
The procedure for getting a tight point begins by letting Vs- = {Vo: p E S,}. If 
UVs- cUA,,butUVS~\UA,#Oth en select a weak P-point x, in this difference 
and simply take as A, any nonempty clopen subset which contains no point xg: /3 6 cr. 
Now we specialize the choice of A, to ensure that the “future point” F does not have 
countable absolute tightness. Suppose we have just selected the point x, and notice that 
the set Xcy+t U Z,, being a set of weak P-points, is discrete. Therefore we can select as 
A, a clopen set C such that C n Xa+l = 0, Z, c C and C \ (UA,) # 0. To finish 
the second process it is enough to pick up a weak P-point 2, in the latter difference. 
Next, we describe how to choose A, to ensure that the “future” point F will not be 
wFU. Again, suppose we have just selected za as before and let (~0: /3 < cy} = (yi: i f 
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w}. Let pa be an infinite subfamily of 30 with an infinite complement. Then ye does 
not belong either to the closure of the union of p0 or to the union of its complement in 
3D. Let us assume that the first case occurs. Again, we may find an infinite subfamily 
3: c pa such that VI $ U3; and so on. After finishing this induction on all natural 
numbers, we will have a decreasing sequence -r”, > 3; > . . . Let t3 be an infinite 
subfamily of 3c1 such that B \ 3; is finite for every i E w. Clearly we have yi $! U t? for 
every i E w. To finish the construction in this case, choose as A, the set D = (U B)*. 
To provide our construction with all the required properties, simply let A, = C U D. 
Let us show now that the point F = w* \ U A has the desired properties. 
that F is tight, let W be an uncountable family of clopen subsets of w* 
UWclJA,butUW$Ud.Put 
W, = {va: v, E W, p < cr}. 
As it is easy to see, the subset 
To check 
satisfying 
MW = {o E ~1: u?Va c UA,. but UVVa @ u/la} 
is unbounded and closed in wt. On the other hand, the subset 
Kw = {ct E wl: {p: v, E W} n a = se} 
is stationary in ~1. Therefore, we may pick an ordinal o E KW n NW. For such cy we 
have Vs- c VV: U V”cz c A, and Vsck g U A,. But then 2, E Vsc* and X, $ IJ A. 
This evidently shows that F is tight. 
The proof that F does not have countable absolute tightness and is not a wFU-point 
is a direct consequence of the construction (take into account the definition of absolute 
tightness and the reformulation of Reznichenko’s definition given before). 
The following example shows that the property to be a wFU-point may have a variety 
of different relationships with the concepts discussed in this paper. 
Example 3. A wFU non-FU-point which has countable fan-tightness but it is not tight. 
Construction. This construction is a modification of an example described in [7]. Let 
Lo = w x {0}, Lt = (w \ (0)) x {l}, LZ = (w \ (0, 1)) x {2}, and so on. The union 
of all Li is L. Let AJk = {(lc, i) E L: i < k}. Our example has the form L U {p}, 
where all points in L are isolated and a typical neighborhood of p is {p} U (L \ M) with 
lM n MkJ 6 m for every k E w (m is the same for all Ic). 
An infinite subset B c L such that B n hlk contains at most one point for every 
k E w will be called a sequence. Let us note that a typical neighborhood of p is then the 
complement in our space of the union of some finite number of sequences. 
It is easy to check that p is a wFU non-FU-point. To verify that the point p has 
countable fan-tightness, let p E G, for every n E w. Then for every n E w there exists 
some k,, and a finite set F, c (ILfkrL n Gn) such that IF, ( > n. It is evident that 
p E U{F,: n E w}. 
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To finish, we prove that p is not tight. Let {I<,,: 0 < c} be an almost disjoint system 
of infinite subsets of w. Let {A N: c\ < c} be an enumeration of the unions of all finite 
families of sequences. We define a family S = {S,,: cy < c} of sequences. For every 
Q < c and for every k E K, let us take a point zk E Alk \ A, (if there is any) and 
let S, = {Q: K E Kgi}. Since for every cy < c the set S, \ A, is infinite, it follows 
that the family S clusters at p. Let S’ be any countable subfamily of S. By taking off 
from every S E S’ some finite subset, we obtain a family (57;: S E S’, n E w} which 
is disjoint. Thus we may form a sequence P = lJ{S~,: n E w} such that S \ P is finite 
for every S E S’. Hence S’ does not cluster at p. 
Remark 2. For completeness, observe that the sequential fans S, or S, are easy exam- 
ples of FU-spaces not having countable fan-tightness. 
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